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Abstract. Model distillation has been extended from image classifica-
tion to object detection. However, existing approaches are difficult to fo-
cus on both object regions and false detection regions of student networks
to effectively distill the feature representation from teacher networks. To
address it, we propose a fully supervised and guided distillation algorithm
for one-stage detectors, where an excitation and suppression loss is de-
signed to make a student network mimic the feature representation of a
teacher network in the object regions and its own high-response regions
in the background, so as to excite the feature expression of object regions
and adaptively suppress the feature expression of high-response regions
that may cause false detections. Besides, a process-guided learning strat-
egy is proposed to train the teacher along with the student and transfer
knowledge throughout the training process. Extensive experiments on
Pascal VOC and COCO benchmarks demonstrate the following advan-
tages of our algorithm, including the effectiveness for improving recall
and reducing false detections, the robustness on common one-stage de-
tector heads and the superiority compared with state-of-the-art methods.

1 Introduction

With the rapid development of deep learning, there are an increasing number
of practical applications with deep neural networks applied to intelligent de-
vices, such as face recognition in mobile phones, human body detection in smart
cameras, and pathogenic cell analysis in medical microscopes, etc. Since these
applications are extremely demanding in terms of accuracy, speed and memory,
some efficient network architectures are proposed, such as MobileNet [1], Mo-
bileNetV2 [2], ShuffleNet [3], ShuffleNetV2 [4] and IGCV2 [5]. In addition, some
existing methods [6–8] mainly focus on physically pruning networks to reduce
redundant weights of larger models and obtain thinner and shallower models.
However, these methods only consider the effectiveness and compactness of net-
work structures, but ignore to simulate the network potential on the premise
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of keeping structure unchanged. So, in order to achieve this, our intuition is to
make compact student networks learn from larger teacher networks, because the
teacher has more robust feature representation and can mine deeper information,
which are valuable knowledge for guiding student networks.

An effective algorithm to induce the training of a student network by trans-
ferring experience from a teacher network is knowledge distillation [9]. Nowa-
days, there have been many well-designed distillation works, including the works
for classification [10–13] and the works for detection [14–17]. However, existing
methods decide what knowledge should be transferred mostly based on human
experience or teacher’s attention, but neglect to consider what knowledge the
student wants to receive. As in the detection distillation methods, feature repre-
sentation mimicry is generally based on full features or teacher’s attention, which
will undoubtedly bring two problems: (1) The former will introduce unnecessary
computation and a large amount of noise from unimportant area. (2) The latter
will ignore valuable knowledge in the background, because the teacher’s atten-
tion tends to the foreground. Besides, most of works heavily rely on trained
teacher models, which ignore the knowledge in the teacher’s training process.

To tackle the mentioned limitations, we propose a fully supervised and guided
distillation algorithm for one-stage detectors, which consists of three parts: (a)
Inter-layer representation supervision. (b) Training process supervision. (c) Net-
work output supervision. For the inter-layer supervision, we find that the regions
where objects are detected show higher response in the feature maps and the
high-response feature regions in the background are more likely to cause false
detections. Therefore, in addition to mimicking the feature representation in the
object regions, we also consider the importance of student’s high-response fea-
ture regions and merge them into the mimicry regions to distill representation
more effectively. For the training process supervision, the teacher and the stu-
dent are initialized with ImageNet pre-trained models and trained together for
detection task. The knowledge in the teacher’s training process is continuously
transferred to help the student find a better local minimum. For the output su-
pervision, we use a multi-task loss to jointly perform the network training and
mimicry learning. The contributions in this paper are summarized as follows:

– We present a novel fully supervised and guided distillation algorithm for
one-stage detectors which achieves comprehensive coverage of distillation in
the inter-layer representation, training process and network output.

– We design an excitation and suppression loss which innovatively considers
from the perspective of the student about the importance of its high-response
feature regions, so that it makes the student focus on mimicking the feature
representation not only in the object regions but also in such high-response
regions to improve recall and reduce false detections.

– We propose a process-guided learning strategy, where the teacher is trained
along with the student and continuously transfers knowledge throughout the
training process to help the student find a better local minimum.

– We verify our algorithm on the representative network structures by using
public benchmarks and achieve compelling results.
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The rest of paper is organized as follows. The related work is first given in
Section 2. And then we elaborate and analyze our algorithm in Section 3. Next
experiments are shown in Section 4. Lastly we conclude the paper in Section 5.
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Fig. 1. Overall architecture of our fully supervised and guided distillation algorithm.
The proposed architecture consists of three parts: inter-layer representation super-
vision, training process supervision and network output supervision. The ES loss is
proposed for inter-layer representation supervision, which combines the object regions
(excitation map) with the high-response feature regions (suppression map) of student
network to generate ES maps, and using such maps as masks to make student net-
work focus on mimicking the representation of teacher network in these regions. As for
training process supervision, the teacher network receives labels to train along with the
student network and transfer knowledge throughout the training phase. We employ a
multi-task loss for network training and output distillation.

2 Related work

Knowledge distillation Inspired by pioneering works [9, 18], there are various
related approaches proposed [19–23, 17]. For the distillation approaches focused
on the task of classification, FitNets [24] devises a hint-based training approach
to transfer representation of intermediate layers from a teacher network to a
student network. Deep mutual learning proposed in [25] allows two networks
to learn the output distribution from each other so as to improve performance
together. Similarity-preserving knowledge distillation [26] uses the pairwise ac-
tivation similarities within each input mini-batch to supervise the training of a
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student network with a trained teacher network. Flow-based method [27] gener-
ates distilled knowledge by determining the knowledge as the flow of the solv-
ing procedure calculated with the proposed FSP matrix. Attention transfer [28]
generates activation-based and gradient-based spatial attention maps to trans-
fer knowledge from a teacher network to a student network. VID [29] proposes
a principled framework through maximizing mutual information between two
networks based on the variational information maximization technique. A two
structured knowledge distillation [30] is presented to enforce consistency of fea-
tures and output between a student network and a teacher network.

A few recent works explore distillation for object detection. The fine-grained
feature imitation method proposed in [14] makes a student network pay more
attention to the feature learning on the near object anchor locations. [15] uses
full feature imitation strategy for distilling representation, but we find this way
brings degraded performance due to the introduction of a large amount of noise
from unimportant regions. A mimic framework [31] is proposed to transfer knowl-
edge based on the region of proposals, which is not applicable for one-stage de-
tector. The distillation in [32] is used for multi-level features and pyramid ROI
Aligned features. The latter serves for two-stage detectors, while for one-stage
detectors, the method degenerates into full feature imitation of intermediate lay-
ers. An objectness scaled distillation [16] is proposed to make a student network
focus on learning high score objects and ignore noisy candidates with low scores.
Object detection Deep learning has been widely used in object detection.
There are two types of detectors: one-stage detectors [33–37] and two-stage de-
tectors [38–42]. One-stage detectors are designed to be satisfied with the re-
quirement of real-time detection and can be easily deployed into applications.
With the development of one-stage detectors, many compact one-stage detectors
are proposed such as ThunderNet [43] and PeleeNet [44], which are faster and
require fewer resources. Two-stage detectors care more about the detection accu-
racy. Following the R-CNN [45, 46, 42] series, there are many efficient two-stage
detectors proposed such as light-Head R-CNN [47] and Libra R-CNN [48], which
further improve detection accuracy as well as speed up network inference.

3 Method

Figure 1 illustrates the overall framework of fully supervised and guided distil-
lation algorithm (FSGD) which has three parts: (a) Inter-layer representation
supervision. (b) Training process supervision. (c) Network output supervision. As
for inter-layer representation supervision, we comprehensively consider the im-
portance of feature expression in the object regions and the high-response regions
of student network to propose an excitation and suppression loss function. In
the training process supervision, a process-guided learning strategy is proposed
to make a teacher network train along with a student network and continuously
transfer knowledge. For network output supervision, we use a multi-task loss to
optimize networks as well as transfer knowledge. In what follows, we elaborate
these parts one by one.
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Fig. 2. Generation steps of an excitation and suppression map. (a) Visualization of the
feature map from a student network. (b) High-response regions are generated based on
(a) with its values greater than a threshold (Defined in Section 3.1 ES Loss). (c) The
bounding box 1 obtained from ground truth is drawn in a zero map. (d) Generating
an excitation map based on the bounding box region of (c). (e) Combining (b) and (d)
by union operation to obtain an excitation and suppression map.

3.1 Inter-layer representation supervision

As mentioned in [28], not all the information in the feature maps of a teacher net-
work is important for guiding a student network, and the knowledge transferred
from valuable regions is more beneficial than from the overall feature maps. In-
spired by it, we propose a novel excitation and suppression loss function to make
a student focus on mimicking the feature representation in the object regions
and its own high-response regions from a teacher so as to improve recall and
reduce false detections.

Generation of excitation and suppression map (ES map) By visualizing
the feature maps of detectors, there are usually many high-response regions
at the location of objects. Thus, the features in the object regions are quite
important for object detection. In order to help the student network mimic the
feature representation in the object regions, we directly regard the bounding
box regions of ground truth as object regions and add them into a zero map
(an image whose all pixel values are zero) to get an excitation map as shown
in Figure 2(c) and Figure 2(d). Then, this map is used as a mask to make the
student network learn the feature representation in the object regions so as to
excite feature expression in such regions. As shown in sample 1 and sample 2
of Figure 3(a), this way helps the student network reduce missed detections to
improve recall, and promotes the precision of detected objects.

Additionally, although small networks often have the same representation
capacity as large networks according to the observation [49, 18], it is hard to
achieve the same representation level as large networks due to difficulty of opti-
mization [49], so that the student may have more false detections in the complex
background. Interestingly, like object regions, there are also many high-response
feature regions at the location of false detections. That is, in these regions, the
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Fig. 3. (a) Qualitative demonstration on the gain from our inter-layer representation
supervision. The top row shows the detection results of two samples and the bottom
row visualizes the corresponding feature maps at the end of the student backbone. (b)
Visualization of feature maps at the end of each supervised groups for some samples.
We can see that group 2 and group 3 still express some low-level features, but there
are more semantic information in the feature maps of group 4, group 5 and group 6.

student’s feature values are large, but for the teacher, since it has less false de-
tection, most of feature values are small. Therefore, we can use the teacher’s
features as targets to guide the student to suppress its large feature values, so
as to alleviate false detection. Specifically, for each supervised channel, we fur-
ther merge the high-response feature regions of the student into the excitation
map to generate an excitation and suppression map as illustrated in Figure 2(e).
Then, the ES maps generated from all channels are used as masks to make the
student focus on exciting feature expression in the object regions to improve
recall and suppressing feature expression in the high-response regions to reduce
false detections as shown in sample 2 of Figure 3(a).

Excitation and suppression loss (ES Loss) To ensure the same size of fea-
ture maps, the supervised layers of the student and teacher networks should be
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from the groups with the same scale. Besides, 1× 1 convolution layers are intro-
duced into the student network for addressing inconsistent number of channels.
Then, we define s as the aligned feature maps of the student network and t as
the corresponding feature maps of the teacher network, the ES loss function is
defined as:

LES =
1

NE +NS

W
∑

i=1

H
∑

j=1

C
∑

c=1

(IE ∪ IcS)(sijc − tijc)
2, (1)

where IE is the excitation mask generated based on ground truth, and IcS is the
suppression mask of the cth channel in the feature maps, which is generated by
using:

IcS = ∪W
x=1 ∪

H
y=1 I(sc, α, x, y)(¬IE) (2)

with an indicator function I(sc, α, x, y) =

{

1 sxyc > α×max(sc)

0 sxyc ≤ α×max(sc)
. Here W , H

and C denote the width, height and channel of feature maps respectively. NE is
the number of excitation points in the excitation mask and NS is the number of
suppression points in the suppression mask. It is noted that α is a filter factor to
control the generation of suppression regions. When α = 1, only object regions
are kept while all background regions are also included when α = 0, and more
details about the impact of α can be found in Section 4.3.

3.2 Training process supervision

Existing distillation methods for object detection are almost result-guided, which
means that the knowledge is transferred from trained teacher models. However,
we find that, for detection task, training a teacher network along with a student
network and continuously transferring knowledge can help the student network
converge better as shown in Figure 4. So, we use this training strategy in our
algorithm and refer to it as process-guided learning.

Compared with the distillation methods based on trained teacher models,
the process-guided learning is more effective for following reasons: (1) Com-
pared with large networks, small networks are hard to train and find the right
parameters that realize the desired function due to difficulty of optimization [49].
However, the process-guided learning can continuously transfer knowledge in the
optimization process of teacher network, which can be regard as a constraint to
guide the training of student network and make it converge better. (2) Because
of the difficulty of optimization, the student network may fall into a suboptimal
solution if directly regarding the features and output of a trained teacher model
as the targets. Furthermore, compared with training the teacher model firstly
and then distilling the student, this synchronous training strategy is time-saving.

Note that, as shown in Figure 4(a), in the early stage of training, the loss value
with training process supervision is higher and more unstable, but the opposite
result is obtained in the late stage. Our analysis is that the knowledge obtained
from the teacher is continuously changing for each iteration, and the degree of the
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Fig. 4. (a) Loss analysis with/without training process supervision for Tiny-YOLO [36]
with the guidance of Darknet53 [37] on Pascal VOC07 dataset. (b) and (c) demonstrate
the impact of filter factor α: (b) Accuracy comparison for different α. (c) Comparison
of total number of false detections by using different α when Pclass > 0.5.

change is relatively large at the early stage to lead the higher and unstable loss
value. With the improvement of the teacher, the student receives more accurate
targets so that the loss will be lower and more stable. Besides, we try to initialize
models by random normal initializer in addition to ImageNet pre-training, and it
presents the similar training situation as above. However, whichever initialization
is used, the early instability is not too severe to cause divergence. Also, we find
these ways are different in convergence speed (150 epochs by pre-training and 360
epochs by random initializer). Namely, initializing with ImageNet pre-training
can speed up the convergence of our models.

3.3 Network output supervision

Since object detection requires localization in addition to classification, for these
two types of tasks, we utilize following objective functions for training.
Probabilistic objective function In the detectors, foreground judgment and
classification belong to probabilistic tasks. So for this type of task, we both use
cross entropy loss function. Given N samples X = {xi}

N
i=1 from M classes, the

objective function is defined as follows:

LCE = −
N
∑

i=1

M
∑

m=1

I(yi,m)log(pm(xi)), (3)

where pm(xi) is the probability output of mth category of ith sample, and yi
is the label of sample i and I is an indicator function defined as I(yi,m) =
{

1 yi = m

0 yi 6= m
. For transferring knowledge from a teacher network to a student

network, the objective function is modified as:

L(pt||ps) = −

N
∑

i=1

M
∑

m=1

pmt (xi)log(p
m
s (xi)), (4)
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where pmt (xi) and pms (xi) are probability outputs of the teacher network and
student network respectively.

As for probabilistic task, the advantages of using the same loss function
are that gradient balance can be guaranteed without biasing towards one or
some tasks, and no additional balancing factors are required to adjust different
probabilistic loss functions.
Regression objective function For object localization, we use GIoU loss [50]
as our objective function which is defined as:

GIoU =
A ∩B

A ∪B
−

C − (A ∪B)

C
, (5)

where A and B represent the regions of two bounding boxes, and C is the smallest
rectangle region enclosing both A and B. The GIoU loss is defined as:

LGIoU = 1−GIoU. (6)

Compared with traditional L2 loss function, the reason we use GIoU loss
function is that, in the early stage of training, due to the large gap between
the result of the teacher network and ground truth, the training of the student
network will be unstable and often lead to divergence by using L2 loss function
in the experiments. However, according to the property of GIoU loss function,
the student network tries to regress a bounding box to cover the bounding boxes
obtained from the teacher network and ground truth for each object, and grad-
ually narrows the regressed box with the improvement of the teacher network.
Finally, the student network can locate objects accurately. Therefore, GIoU loss
function is more suitable for our algorithm and experiments also confirm this.
In a nutshell, the optimization process of the student network with GIoU loss
function is from coarse to fine.

3.4 Overall objective function

For the teacher network, it only uses ground truth for training, the overall loss
function Lt is defined as:

Lt = LCE1
+ LGIoU1

. (7)

For the student network, the overall loss function Ls is defined as:

Ls = LES + LCE2
+ L(pt||ps) + LGIoU2

+ LGIoUt
, (8)

In LGIoU1
and LGIoU2

, the bounding box A is from ground truth and the bound-
ing box B is from network prediction, but in LGIoUt

, the bounding box A is from
the prediction of teacher network and the bounding box B is from student net-
work. The targets of LCE1

and LCE2
both are from ground truth, and the target

of L(pt||ps) is from the output of teacher network.
In this way, the student network learns to correctly predict the label of train-

ing samples as well as to match the output and specified features of the teacher
network. At the same time, the teacher network also learns to correctly predict
the label of training samples.
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4 Experiments

In this section, we will evaluate our algorithm on Pascal VOC [51] and MS
COCO [52] benchmarks. Firstly, we describe the experimental settings. Then,
we compare the performance by introducing inter-layer representation supervi-
sion into different layers and discuss the impact of filter factor α with different
values. After that, ablation experiments will be presented to explain the effects
of different supervision. Lastly, we compare our algorithm with state-of-the-art
methods and further verify it on some common one-stage detector heads.

4.1 Implementation details

Backbone networks In our experiments, Tiny-YOLO [36], Resnet18 [53] and
MobileNetV2 [2] are used as backbones of student networks for the following
reasons: (1) Tiny-YOLO consists of continuous convolution and pooling opera-
tion, which is a typical network structure like VGG [54]. (2) Resnet18 can be
used to represent the networks with Residual blocks [53] to verify our algorithm.
(3) MobileNetV2 is composed of Depthwise Separable Convolution [1] which is a
common building block used in many efficient networks. Therefore, these three
networks contain the common structures used in most existing networks, which
can be utilized to reflect the generality of our algorithm.

For another, Darknet53 [37] and Resnet50 [53] are used as backbones of
teacher networks, and the reasons are that: (1) Since the teacher network and
the student network are trained together in our algorithm, the time of each
iteration depends on the teacher network and it will be longer when using a
giant backbone such as Resnet101 [53]. So the use of mentioned backbones can
save training time. (2) Based on the teacher networks with these backbones,
the training of our algorithm can be easily set up and perform well in the single
GPU (TITAN Xp), which is resource-saving. (3) The experiments verify that the
teacher networks with above backbones can still significantly improve student
networks and make them achieve competitive performance. Therefore, we use
the aforementioned backbones into teacher networks.

Training setup We implement all networks and training procedures in Ten-
sorFlow and use the standard AdamOptimizer with default setting for training.
The cosine schedule is used to adjust learning rate from 10−4 to 10−6 and the
initial moving average decay is set to 0.9995. We only use single GPU (TITAN
Xp) for each experiment and we use 4×8 batch size (4 sub-batch size and 8
subdivisions, the same strategy as mentioned in [37]) to train networks for 150
epochs. All teacher and student models in experiments are initialized with Im-
ageNet pre-trained models. A single scale detection layer [37] is used as our
main detector head and we also evaluate our algorithm by using other common
detector heads such as SSD [35], DSSD [55] and RetinaNet [56]. Normal data
augmentation methods are applied during training, such as random horizontal
flipping, random cropping and random translating.
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4.2 Multi-layer supervision

The inter-layer representation supervision can be used to guide the feature rep-
resentation of any layer in the student network. However, by considering the
feature similarity in the adjacent layers or the same groups, we only introduce
inter-layer supervision at the end of each group to avoid redundant mimicry.
To verify which groups should be supervised for optimal performance, we con-
duct comparison experiments by using Tiny-YOLO [36] with the guidance of
Darknet53 [37] on Pascal VOC dataset and the results are reported in Table 1.

Table 1. Comparison for different supervised groups on Pascal VOC07 dataset by
using Tiny-YOLO with the guidance of Darknet53.

Group(Backbone) mAP(%)

Last five groups 64.49
Last four groups 64.32
Last three groups 65.66

Last two groups 65.36
Last group 64.89

Generally, the first group of network is mainly responsible for low-level feature
extraction and the features in deep layers are rich in semantic information, so we
introduce the supervision into the end of each group from deep to shallow except
the first group. As reported in Table 1, we can observe that the optimal result
is obtained when introducing the supervision into the end of last three groups.
To better understand why this case is the best, we visualize the feature maps of
some samples in Figure 3(b) and we find that group 2 and group 3 still express
some low-level features. If we generate suppression regions for these groups by
using the method mentioned in Section 3, the student network will learn a lot of
low-level information in the useless regions of background. In contrast, as shown
in Figure 3(b), there are more semantic information in the feature maps of group
4, group 5 and group 6, and high-response regions are basically concentrated in
the object regions, so the features in these regions are exactly what we want the
student network to mimic. In the following experiments, we introduce inter-layer
representation supervision to the last three groups of backbone networks.

4.3 Filter factor α for ES map

In Section 3, we use a filter factor α to control the generation of suppression
regions. To better determine the value of α, we conduct a set of experiments
on Pascal VOC dataset [51] with α = 0, α = 0.3, α = 0.5, α = 0.7 and α = 1
respectively and the results are shown in Figure 4(b) and Figure 4(c).

When α = 0, the student network focuses on mimicking the feature represen-
tation from overall features of the teacher network, but the accuracy has dropped
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as shown in Figure 4(b). By observing the average pixel loss in the feature maps,
the result with α = 0 has a bigger loss value than others. Through analysis, we
find that the full feature mimicry introduces a great deal of information from
unimportant regions, which leads to performance degradation. In addition, when
α = 1, the student only focuses on the feature mimicry in the object regions.
That is, the feature expression of false detections in the background cannot be
suppressed. To verify this point, we simply count the total number of false de-
tections with a classification score (Pclass) greater than 0.5 for different α values
and the results are shown in Figure 4(c). The number of false detections with
α = 1 is more than others, which verifies the above point. More detection analy-
sis can be found in supplementary material. From the results, α = 0.5 offers the
best performance, so a constant α = 0.5 is used in all experiments.

4.4 Ablation study

To further verify the effect of each component in our algorithm, we conduct
ablation experiments by using Tiny-YOLO distilled with Darknet53 on VOC
dataset. The results of different supervision combinations are shown in Table 2.

Table 2. Ablation experimental results for evaluating the effect of different combina-
tions of the three supervisions on Pascal VOC07 dataset.

Network
Network output

supervision
Training process

supervision
Inter-layer
supervision

mAP(%)

Darknet53 (teacher) - - - 76.96

Tiny-YOLO (student)

- - - 57.10√
- - 58.01√ √

- 59.72
- -

√
62.08√

-
√

63.37
-

√ √
63.84√ √ √
65.66

From Table 2, there is 0.91% improvement by using output supervision, which
shows that conventional output distillation is not very effective for object de-
tection. When we only use the inter-layer representation supervision, there is a
significant improvement in performance, which indicates the feature representa-
tion distillation is more important for detection and also verifies the effectiveness
of proposed ES loss. Besides, the training process supervision gives a further
improvement for both output supervision and inter-layer supervision, and the
reason we analyzed is that the dynamically evolved features and output from the
teacher carry with the experience of step-by-step learning so as to promote the
training process of the student. After introducing all supervision, our algorithm
significantly boosts 8.56% mAP compared to the non-distilled student.
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4.5 Experiment results

As reported in Table 3, we compare our algorithm with Hints [24], FSP [27], ob-
jectness scaled distillation (OSD) [16], similarity-preserving distillation method
(SP) [26] and distillation with fine-grained feature imitation (FFI) [14] on Pascal
VOC benchmark. Overall, FSGD consistently outperforms the state-of-the-art
methods. Especially for Tiny-YOLO, it achieves compelling 3.4% absolute im-
provement over the best competitor FFI. Note that Resnet18 is further boosted
up to 73.54% by using FSGD, which has compelling 4.35% gains compared with
original model. Besides, we find OSD method that only distills network output
rarely promote the student networks, which also denotes that the distillation of
intermediate representation is more important for object detection as mentioned
in Section 4.4. Detailed analysis of class-wise performance for student networks
can be found in the supplementary file.

Table 3. Experimental comparison of different distillation algorithms on Pascal VOC07
dataset (mAP, %).

Teacher Darknet53 Darknet53 Darknet53 Resnet50 Resnet50 Resnet50
Student Tiny-YOLO Resnet18 MobileNetV2 Tiny-YOLO Resnet18 MobileNetV2

Teacher 76.96 76.96 76.96 74.87 74.87 74.87
Student 57.10 69.19 68.59 57.10 69.19 68.59

Hints [24] 61.68 71.12 69.76 59.43 69.88 69.31
FSP [27] 61.23 71.32 69.44 59.17 69.23 68.79
OSD [16] 60.60 69.32 68.11 58.63 68.76 67.67
SP [26] 62.14 72.25 69.81 59.30 70.05 69.06
FFI [14] 62.26 71.83 70.34 59.21 70.25 69.15

FSGD(ours) 65.66 73.54 71.40 61.28 71.01 70.11

To further verify the effectiveness of proposed algorithm, we present experi-
mental results on the challenging COCO benchmark. As shown in Table 4, our
algorithm significantly improves original student networks. Tiny-YOLO, Mo-
bileNetV2 and Resnet18 get respectively 3.36%, 2.43% and 4.83% boost of AP50

compared with non-distilled counterpart. And there are still obviously 1.57%,
1.87% and 3.49% absolute gains in AP . Noted that FSGD improves AR for each
student model, which demonstrates that our algorithm can help improve recall
as discussed in Section 3.1.

Besides, we use some common one-stage detector heads (SSD [35], DSSD [55],
RetinaNet [56]) to verify the robustness of FSGD. Shown in Table 5, lightweight
version of detector head are used into student networks. Similar to SSDLite [2],
all the regular convolutions are replaced with separable convolutions (depthwise
followed by 1x1 projection) in the prediction layers of DSSD and RetinaNet.
We call them DSSDLite and RetinaLite. RetinaNet uses a 600 pixel train and
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Table 4. Performance verification of proposed FSGD algorithm on COCO dataset by
using different teacher networks to distill different student networks.

Student Teacher53 AP50(%) AP (%) AR(%)

- 23.72 10.46 11.97
Tiny-YOLO Resnet50 26.02 (+2.30) 11.47 (+1.01) 12.81 (+0.84)

Darknet53 27.08 (+3.36) 12.03 (+1.57) 13.38 (+1.41)

- 29.31 13.46 14.23
MobileNetV2 Resnet50 30.46 (+1.15) 14.44 (+0.98) 15.01 (+0.78)

Darknet53 31.74 (+2.43) 15.33 (+1.87) 15.50 (+1.27)

- 30.55 14.42 15.08
Resnet18 Resnet50 33.77 (+3.22) 16.84 (+2.42) 17.11 (+2.03)

Darknet53 35.38 (+4.83) 17.91 (+3.49) 17.63 (+2.55)

test image scale. Experiments show that FSGD still can help to improve the
performance of student networks with such detector heads.

Table 5. Robustness verification of FSGD algorithm on Pascal VOC07 by using SSD,
DSSD and RetinaNet detector heads (mAP, %).

Teacher Student
Non-distilled

Student
FSGD

Resnet50 + SSD300 [35]
Resnet18 + SSDLite 73.62 76.83 (+3.21)

MobileNetV2 + SSDLite 73.24 75.67 (+2.43)

Resnet50 + DSSD321 [55]
Resnet18 + DSSDLite 74.53 77.28 (+2.75)

MobileNetV2 + DSSDLite 73.85 75.76 (+1.91)

Resnet50 + RetinaNet [56]
Resnet18 + RetinaLite 75.88 78.69 (+2.81)

MobileNetV2 + RetinaLite 75.56 77.24 (+1.68)

5 Conclusions

In this work, a novel fully supervised and guided distillation algorithm is pro-
posed to comprehensively transfer knowledge from inter-layer feature represen-
tation, training process and network output. Besides, we design an excitation
and suppression loss to make the student network focus on mimicking valu-
able feature representation to improve recall and reduce false detections. Then,
a process-guided learning strategy is proposed for transferring the knowledge
in the training process of teacher network to help the student network find a
better local minimum. Extensive experiments demonstrate the effectiveness and
robustness of our algorithm on the representative network architectures.
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